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COMMENTS OF THE NATIONAL GMDSS TASK FORCE


The National Implementation Task Force for the GMDSS supplements government functions through outreach to the private sector and recommendation to regulatory authorities. The Task Force membership is broadbased including over 1500 representatives of commercial vessel operations, recreational boating interests, training institutions, service agents, manufacturers, and government authorities. The Task Force maintains a website at www.navcen.uscg.gov/marcomms which contains numerous GMDSS Information Bulletins, records of Task Force meetings, various letters and petitions seeking regulatory action, and comments to pending regulatory proceedings.
The Task Force desires to comment on the Commission’s Further Notice of Proposed Rule Making regarding spectrum assignments in the International Maritime VHF Radio Band. In general, the Task Force fully concurs that the Commission “should align allocation of this spectrum with that of the ITU with respect to use of the spectrum for port operations and ship movement services, in the interest of promoting compatibility with international shipping and increased flexibility.” The Task Force also strongly endorses the Commission’s position that no rule changes “undermine the purpose of providing for the unique distress, operational, and personal communications needs of vessels at sea and on inland waterways” by enabling “a de facto reallocation or otherwise remove this spectrum from the maritime community.”

More specifically, the Task Force supports the Commission’s proposal to designate maritime VHF channels 87B and 88B for exclusive Automatic Identification System (AIS) use in the U.S. which also aligns with the international designation of those channels for AIS. Although the Commission proposes to reserve the AIS channels in maritime VPCSAs, the Task Force notes the intent to extend AIS requirements to virtually all navigable waters of the U.S. for enhanced homeland security and therefore recommends that the AIS designations accordingly, also cover all U.S. navigable waters.
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